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Abstract: At this time the coronavirus pandemic has resulted in new adaptations in daily life through new normal rules that have many rules against public activities such as using masks, keeping distance, and maintaining cleanliness by washing hands using water or hand sanitizer after interacting with objects or people in public areas. This resulted in increased use and demand for hand sanitizers and public facilities for handwashing. This study aims to obtain the design of cleaning tools and hand dryers that suit the wishes of the community. The method used in this application of Quality Function Development (QFD) by using matrix House of Quality (HOQ) to obtain the criteria of cleaning tools and hand dryers according to the wishes of the community. The results of this study obtained the design of automatic and integrated cleaning tools and hand dryers in one tool that uses a hand sanitizer made of natural antiseptic so that it does not require water and soap and with a price range of Rp.700,000.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays pandemic has been changing our lives. Since it weakens our economic aspects, mostly because of social distancing and work from home things, this year’s pandemic is a worst crisis in the past 50 years [1]. For a severe respiratory virus, Coronavirus 2 that firstly found in Wuhan has killed many people in the world [2]. The pandemic that started to spread on January has infected many people in many countries, one of them is Indonesia. On September 16, the number of cases of infected people in Indonesia reached 225,030 people with 8,965 death cases. This matter is getting serious and need some adaptation to do daily activities. Some governments and also WHO already published new normal regulations. As in [3], in order to prevent the virus transmission, many regulations have published for the public. For example, is to wear masks, do social distancing, and use hand sanitizer or disinfectant to cleanse hands and surfaces that often touched or operated in public. The demand of touchless equipment for public is increased, such as ticketing machine, payment, and other public facilities.

The new daily need of people which also increases during this pandemic and new normal era is hand sanitizer [4]. As a solution to cleanse the hand quickly and can be stored and used in public, hand sanitizer gets high demand. The main components of hand sanitizer are isopropyl alcohol, ethanol, and hydrogen [5]. After several months of pandemic, people now are curious to seek other antiseptics that can be used for daily life. A proposed product design will be built based on voice of customer about public facilities to prevent the spread of virus and will use House of Quality to deploy the proposed product. The output of this research is to propose the new product and to be implemented, specifically in Indonesia.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A research has been done by [6], found out that people redesigned interior design and facilities to prevent the spread of virus. This can be a chance for other researchers to develop new product to prevent the virus. One method that can be used to develop new product is Quality Function Deployment. QFD is critical for the initial stage of product development [7]. The research done by [8], the method used is QFD to redesign wheelchair based on the importance weights for the engineering characteristics. The input data is from Fuzzy-ANP approach and the result of the research is to propose the new dimension of wheelchair based on the ergonomics approach. House of Quality analysis also has been done by [9]. HOQ in that research utilized to support decision making in management and classify the proposed features of the product developed. Within this research, the author aimed to make a new product to support the new normal era with HOQ based on the preferences of expected user.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

In order to accomplish this research, the researchers used the research flow as seen in Fig 1. There are 4 main steps that will be conducted, from gain data, data processing, making HOQ matrix, and for the last is design the proposed product.

A. Data Collection

The primary data collection step in this research is done by online survey which aims to obtain primary data about the customers’ desires towards the product, to become the voice of customers.
The secondary data used by the researchers can

The input data of this research is customers preferences, that will be collected through questionnaire forms. The questionnaire is made and spread by online to reach many expected customers to fill the form. The data processing will be done in several steps, the first is to clean the unused data or uncomplete data. The reason of it is to make sure that the data used in the next process is the correct and has complete answers in the questionnaire. HOQ is used to deploy the needs of customer and how the researchers respond it. HOQ is a part of QFD or quality function deployment. The researchers will take 5 most popular answer to be the input of the HOQ matrix. There are 6 parts in the HOQ, which are the needs from customers, the technical measurements, planning matrix, relationship matrix, correlation matrix, and the last is benchmark. After the HOQ analysis is done, then the researchers will come up with design that are mostly needed and wanted by the expected customers. The design was built in 3D to make sure that it meets the voice of customers.

![Fig. 1. Research Flow](image)

### IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

There are 3 main parts in this section that will discuss in detail about the result from every stage in the research flow.

#### A. Voice of Customers Identification

The process of identify the voice of customers has been done using online survey or questionnaire that already gained 170 responses from both male and female, in the age range of 20-60 years old. From the result of the questionnaire, the researchers could identify the customers’ requirements regarding the design of product, in this research is washbasin and its complements. There are many requirements as sampled in Table I. The researchers gained the most common requirements asked by the respondents, which are (1) should have dryer to prevent tissue shortage, (2) hygienic washbasin so it will not transfer viruses, (3) can be operated automatically, (4) ease of use. Those attributes then transformed into House of Quality matrix.

![Table 1. Voice of Customers](image)

#### B. House of Quality

The following figure is the House of Quality which constructed based on the customers’ requirements.

![HOQ Matrix](image)

The result of customers’ requirements then inputted to the HOQ matrix. The HOQ matrix aims to know the relationship between attributes of voice of customers and the technical responses. The importance rating then being assigned based on the online survey. The weight or importance rating then calculated in the House of Quality and become the consideration of the attributes determination towards the proposed product. There are five requirements from customers responded by five technical requirements by the researchers to develop the product. The customers’ requirements are: (1) touchless hand cleaner, (2) hygienic washbasin so it will not transfer viruses, (3) can be operated automatically, (4) all-in-one. In response to the customers’ requirements, the technical requirements are: automatic hand cleaner and dryer, integration of hand cleaner and dryer, provide natural hand sanitizer, can clean hand without water, and price-economic.

#### C. Product Design

Based on the HOQ that has been discussed before, there are technical characteristics to develop the proposed product. From that, the researcher has developed HANDCY, an integrated hand cleaner and dryer that equipped with natural-based resource of hand sanitizer. It can replace washbasin since it can cleanse the user’s hand but without water, operated automatically, and use sensor to make it touchless. HANDCY is very economic since the user will not pay the water bills and buy tissue, only need to refill the hand sanitizer if it is near to end.

![Fig. 1. HANDCY design using Exploded View and 3D Design](image)
V. CONCLUSION

In this case of study has a purpose to get design of hand sanitary and dryer that suitable with the wishes of respondents (society). In this study, using QFD (quality function development) matrix of hoq (house of quality) based on customer preference. The procedural of hoq matrix includes seven steps. They are customer requirements (what), engineering requirements (how), development of a matrix of relationships between the customer requirements and engineering requirements, a matrix of relationships between the technical requirements, making a competitive assessment of the customer's competitive assessment and the competitive assessment of engineering, developing the customer requirements priority or respondents, developing technical priority requirements. The Data analysis indicates that the respondents tended to want the design of products that have hand sanitizers without touching, that the hygienic sink so as not to spread the virus, can be operated automatically, all in one. Based on the results of the respondents' needs, design of automatic hands cleaner and dryer. It is integrated in a tool that Use hand sanitizer with a natural antiseptic, so, it doesn't need water and very economist.
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